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Abstract--- Mobile projectors are similar to handheld 

projectors which have the technology to project images in a 

handheld device. These projectors may be employed in 

mobile phones, personal numerical supporters associate 

degreed conjointly in digital cameras that have economical 

storage capability needed for presentation however has very 

little house to accommodate an in-built computer screen. 

The main components needed to change a projector in an 

exceedingly phone includes A battery, the physical science, 

the optical device or light-emitting diode lightweight 

sources, the combiner optic and in some exceptional cases 

we would need scanning mirrors conjointly. The method for 

displaying the image or video includes numerous steps. The 

primary step is that the electronic system converts the image 

into associate degree signal. Then those electronic signals 

initiative optical device or light-emitting diode lightweight 

sources with in contrast to colours and powers down 

numerous methods. The various lightweight methods are 

combined into one path by employing a combiner optic. It 

defines a palette of colours. 

And then in the final step, the glasses copy the 

image pixel and then the image can be projected. Some of 

the other optical systems do not apply the technology 

"mirrors" and they are measured to withstand more difficult 

conditions. The whole glass system is packed together into 

single actual tiny chip. The hand held projector has an 

important ability to display clear and sharp image, even if 

the characteristics of the viewing surface is not proper. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mobile phones that we use today have the capacity to 

store large amount of media and can be used to take  

Photos with high resolutions up to several 

megapixels. Restricted small display of the phones makes it 

difficult to view the images properly. Mobile projectors can 

solve this problem by displaying the image to a larger 

audience. Recent study has discovered that the individuals 

most popular to use projector phones to look at and transfer 

photos compared to mistreatment typical mobile phones 

while not a projector. The projected show permits the user to 

share the images to an oversized audience. Individuals really 

fancy viewing the images at an oversized scale and talking 

concerning the images. 

Recently many phones have these built-in 

projectors. Some of them are Samsung Galaxy Beam, the 

LG eXpo Projector mobiles, Projector mobiles. 

II. HISTORY 

The development in imaging information have allowed the 

introduction of hand-held or Pico sort mobile projectors. 

This idea was introduced in Australia in 1998 .They used a 

tiny low sized projector, that was precisely contained in an 

exceedingly box for result, and was presented potential 

investors by Digislide. The same idea was also introduced in 

the year 2003 by Explay to various consumer electronics 

players. 

The first public showcase of the mobile projectors 

was given by Digislide at the ANZA tech conference in 

October 2006.It has wont won many awards for this concept 

from industry, commerce and governments. Digislide has 

also won the “ANZA Hottest Technology Award” in 2005.It 

went on to win many awards such as "Top 100 Global 

Innovator” by Guide wire cluster in 2006, rival World 

Technology Awards (IT Hardware) in 2006, Winner of the 

Secrets of Australian ICT Innovation in 2006.It created to 

the finals in Hong Kong Australia Professional Awards in 

2007.The success of this technology has semiconductor 

manufacturers to produce various hand-held projectors that 

has comparatively sharp, sensible brightness, and low 

energy consumption that contains a rather larger format than 

Pico. But most of the semiconductor projectors that\'s of this 

Pico size that was created up till would possibly 2009 had 

been wide criticized by the critics for having light-weight 

brightness for everyday use throughout a unremarkably lit 

space. Improved chip sets that alter brighter pictures were 

introduced in 2011 by the Texas Instruments DLP. The LED 

advances were in such the simplest way that the Pico 

projectors that used this technology had hyperbolic 

brightness. The most use of Digital lightweight process chip 

sets were designed to reinforce image brightness while not 

high power consumption for each WVGA and VGA 

devices. WVGA devices area unit those that have native 

videodisk resolution like mobile phones and VGA devices, 

such as digital cameras and camcorders. 

The chipsets that has been introduced have the 

flexibility to project a picture up to fifty inches (1,300 mm) 

(1270 mm) .It will project pictures on any surface in 

optimum lighting conditions. Solely very little area within 

the device is needed for the little projection chip and it's 

typically nearly undiscovered in a very device's overall type 

issue. The Texas Instruments DLP Pico chips will turn out 

massive image experiences with up to date handsets. This 

advantage has been with success achieved owing to the 

advancements in size and performance. 

Most of the alternative developers, also as 

Digislide and IBM, square measure implementing various 

arising with and developing varied solutions with facilitate 

of lots of advanced laser technologies.  Digislide is 

concentrating on every static and dynamic solution. 

III. REQUIREMENTS 

Various researches have been done on several projectors 

that could offer good quality display, features that are more 

useful, multiple connection options and more help and 

support. Mobile projectors are quite small compared to large 

projectors, so they will not able to offer the near-flawless 

and clear images. 

However, nobody wants to carry around a bulky 

projector that is so heavy. It would be so difficult to use 
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such a projector in order to give a presentation as it would 

be hard to carry it somewhere. Even though the projectors 

are comparatively smaller than those projectors they can 

offer clear images which could be displayed on a wall to 

enhance the presentation. It can also be used to enhance our 

business prospects. The Mobile projectors have the 

following characteristics: 

It is important to get a Pico projector that flings 

huge images and can do so from a practical distance. The 

worth of the image is also a major factor in deciding which 

the best handheld projector is for you. Appearance for high 

divergence ratio, brightness and resolution to get the best 

image quality. Most of them are interested in knowing new 

researches and applications, and also to find somewhat that 

works well, but still it is small and weighs very little. The 

dimensions of the tiny beamer you choose can make a 

change between a simple and suitable professional front for 

those who gets travel headache. When it comes to handheld 

projectors, the more selections you have the better. Some 

small sized projectors offer several various options such as; 

it can be connected to various external devices such as 

Smartphone’s, iPods, DVD players and more. You probably 

will not need every one, but it is great to have a healthy 

selection. 

IV. APPLICATIONS 

Handheld projectors or projector phones can be effectively 

used for mobile gaming. It has been demonstrated by the 

adaptation of the PlayStation3 game LittleBigPlanet.  

Accessories like   IPod, apple IPhone, good phones 

with TV methodologies, laptops or notebooks, Sony’s suite 

of Play station merchandise, Microsoft’s XBox360, 

Nintendo DS, optical disk players, camera, and the other 

visual show accessories which might manufacture a 

combined video output. Giant scale TV response in mobile 

with smart quality sound is obtained if it's interfaced with a 

group high box.  

V. ADVANTAGES 

Good battery, reasonably light, good price, truly portable 

VI. DISADVANTAGES 

So low powered (30 lumens, when a standard projector is 

2000-3000 lumens) that it is impractical for anything other 

than a dark room Speakers are basically useless; most 

laptops or netbooks will have better sound. 

 
Fig. 1: Displaying the picture 

 

 
Fig. 2: Mobile having projector 

Merging a Pico projector with a camera, a laser 

pointer, and image method code permits full management of 

any automatic data processing system via the laser pointer. 

Pointer actions, motion patterns (e.g., dwell, repetitive visit, 

circles, etc.) and plenty of events will all be mapped to other 

keyboard and mouse related events or user-programmable 

actions. 

Most little projectors use one altogether these 

imagers, combined with color-sequential (RGB) LEDs in 

either one or triple style format. Some older models 

incorporated one LCoS imager chip with single white 

semiconductor diode that\'s recognized to produce cheaper 

price, high resolution, and fast response at the expense of 

color quality. Completely different models just like the 

holler M109S used a color wheel and white semiconductor 

diode technology that improves color quality but usually 

wants a much bigger kind issue. completely different little 

projectors such use RGB device technology like little 

vision’s beam-steering and device technology and AAXA\'s 

device and LCOS technology 

 
Fig. 3: Displaying the Video 

 
Fig. 4: Projecting the image 
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VII. LATEST IMPLIMENTATION 

Pico projectors square measure slowly higher and better 

because the years glide by and DLP’s latest chip design 

declared at CES aims to boost the bar over again. The 

platform, that the corporate is soundtrack Tilt &amp; Roll 

picture element, is that the same size because the current 

generation, however it guarantees that merchandise are 

going to be ready to supply double the resolution, thirty p.c 

higher brightness and fifty p.c increase in energy potency 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

Projector in-built to smart phone – offers final in 

convenience. It provides the large image of our content, 

anytime and anyplace. We will read and send photos and 

videos to friends and family. It might show spilled “on-

demand” content for AN “instant cinema” data.  

It has important use in gift places like skilled / 

academic displays (including MS workplace documents) 

and mobile gambling with giant image. A product in search 

of a desire. The latest improvement of mobile projector 

technologies provides fascinating opportunities for a way 

everybody contact and move without digital knowledge, 

additionally as new potential ways in which for bridging the 

gap between our digital knowledge and physical artifacts. 

Our study examines however we are able to absolutely 

management the capacities that developing technology 

provides robust competition during this quick generation. 

No matter the issues arise in rising technologies there'll be 

an answer for everything. 
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